CAMP SEQUASSEN
WORK PARTY SONG

Sung to the tune - "Darling Clementine" - Lyrics by Bill Wilcock

1) THERE'S A SCOUTCAMP, IN THE BERKSHIRES - CAMP SEQUASSEN IS HER NAME. AND WE COME HERE EVERY SPRINGTIME - KEEPING HER PRETTY IS OUR AIM.
   (Sing Chorus)
   OH, SEQUASSEN, DEAR SEQUASSEN - ONCE AGAIN WE GATHER HERE. - IF THE LORD ABOVE IS WILLING, WE'LL COME BACK TO YOU NEXT YEAR.

2) THERE'S THE RANGER, AT HIS WORKSHOP. HE GIVES JOBS TO ALL HIS FRIENDS. - HE'S SO HAPPY WITH THE PROGRESS, SOON THE BANQUET WE'LL ATTEND.
   (Sing Chorus)

3) AT THE LAKEFRONT, IN THE CAMPSITES, ALL AROUND CAMP PEOPLE RACE. - SOON OUR SCOUTS WILL BE ARRIVING, TO ENJOY THIS CAMPING PLACE.
   (Sing Chorus)

4) HANDS ARE BUSY, IN THE KITCHEN, OF OUR ENGLISH DINING HALL. - MAKING FOOD THAT IS SO TASTY, FOR THE WORKERS, ONE AND ALL.
   (Sing Chorus)
   (Sung Softly)

5) SUN IS SETTING, IN THE FOOTHILLS, AS THE DEW ADORNS HER TRAILS. BLOOM THE BLOSSOMS, ON HER LAUREL - LOVE SEQUASSEN, WITHOUT FAIL.
   (Sing Chorus - Loudly)